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G2n SPACESO

BY

DONALD O. KOEHLER

Abstract. A complex normed linear space X will be called a G2„ space if and only

if there is a mapping < •, ..., ■ > from X2n into the complex numbers such that :

xk -*■ <xi, ..., x2n> is linear for k=l,..., n; <*i,..., x2n> = <x2n,..., xi>- ; and

<x,..., x)ll2n= \\x\\. The basic models are the L2" spaces, but one also has that every

inner product space is a G2„ space for every integer n. Hence G2n spaces of a given

cardinality need not be isometrically isomorphic. It is shown that a complex normed

linear space is a G2n space if and only if the norm satisfies a generalized parallelogram

law. From the proof of this characterization it follows that a linear map U from X to

X is an isometry if and only if < U(xx),..., C/(jc2„)> = (,xlt ..., x2„> for all *i,..., x2n.

This then provides a way to construct all of the isometries of a finite dimensional G2„

space. Of particular interest are the CBS G2n spaces in which |<*i, ..., jc2„>| â ||jci||

• • ■ ll*2n||. These spaces have many properties similar to inner product spaces. An

operator A on a complete CBS G2„ space is said to be symmetric if and only if

<Xi,..., A(Xi),..., x2r,y = <x1,..., A(x¡),..., x2„> for all i and y. It is easy to show

that these operators are scalar and that on L2", n> 1, they characterize multiplication

by a real L" function. The interest in nontrivial symmetric operators is that they

exist if and only if the space can be decomposed into the direct sum of nontrivial G2n

spaces.

1. Introduction. The purpose of this paper is to study normed linear spaces in

which the norms arise from multilinear forms in much the same way that the norm

of an inner product space arises from an inner product. The motivation for this

study comes from considering X=L2\Y, S, p) where (F, S, p) is a measure space.

Analogous to the case when w = 1, for xlt..., x2n in X we define

(1.1) <Xi,..., x2n) =  \ Xx ■ • -xnxn+1- ■ • x2n dp
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where " denotes complex conjugate. We then have :

(i)  ||x||2" = <x,...,x>.

(ii) xk-> <x1;..., x2n> is linear for k=l,...,n and conjugate linear for

k = n+l,..., 2«.

(in) \x2n,..., xx) = \xx,..., x2r¡)  .

The similarity with an inner product suggests the following definition.

Definition (1.2). Let Jbea complex normed linear space. We shall say that X

is a G2n space if and only if there is a mapping from X2n into the complex numbers

satisfying (i)-(iii) above. Such a mapping is called a generalized-inner-product

(of order 2«). This will be abbreviated by g.i.p.

To simplify the notation we shall observe several notational conventions. We

shall replace <x1;..., x2n> by xx- ■ -x2n and use exponents to indicate the repeated

occurrence of a given vector. For example

xyn-ixyn-i = {x,y,...,y,x,y,...,yy

where y appears in each of the «—1 positions following an x. Also, x2n=||x|2n

and (x2n)1,2n= ||x||. We shall sometimes find it convenient to use two sets of «

vectors, xx,..., xn,yx,..., v„, and shall write xy for xx■ ■ ■ xnyx■ ■ -yn. Finally, if

a and p are permutations of {1,...,«} we shall write o(x)p(y) for

Xaiiy " ■^joi)7o(1)' ' ' y Piny

If we are given any g.i.p. we can define

(1.3) [x,y] = («!)-22<7(x)p(y)

where the sum is to be taken over all (m!)2 pairs of permutation o, p of {1,..., «}.

(1.3) then defines a g.i.p. with the added property.

(iv) [r(x), Tr(y)] = [x, y]

for all permutations t and -n of {1,..., «}. We shall assume for the rest of the paper

that all g.i.p.'s have this property.

We shall first consider some examples to illustrate the variety of these spaces.

Example (1.4). Let X be an abstract complex inner product space with inner

product (•, ■). Let

(1-5) xy = («Î)"1 2 («to JV(d)- • -(xn, yaW)
a

where the summation is taken over all permutations a of {1,..., «}. Then X is a

G2n space with the inner product space norm.

This example, along with the F2n example, shows that G2n spaces of a given

cardinality need not be isometrically isomorphic.

Example (1.6). Let A' be a finite dimensional complex vector space of dimension

r, and let m^r. Let/,.. .,fim be any m linear functionals on X such that any r
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of them are linealy independent. (The fact that it is possible to pick these functionals

can be established by induction on m.) Let

(1.7) xy = 2fÀXx) ■ ■ -fixjfiyx) " ■ • /O'n) " •
i

If we let

(1.8) |X| = (x2")1'2" = ß \fix)\2yi2\

the fact that each / is linear, together with the Minkowski inequality, helps show

that (1.8) defines a norm.

Lemma (1.9). If m7>2r-l and n^2 then X, with the norm generated by (1.7),

is not iisometrically isomorphic to) l2nr (r dimensional l2n).

Proof. If 0 = xyn-1xyn~1 = 2 \f(x)\2\fiiy)\2n~2, then for J=l> ■ ■ -, 2r-l, either

/(x) = 0 or/(j>) = 0. This means that at least one of x and y is in the kernel of at

least r linearly independent linear functionals, and must be 0 (the zero vector in

X). On the other hand l2nJ has a norm generated by

zw = 2zir ■■Zniñxf 'Kl-

If we let x-il, 0,..., 0) and j> = (0, 1, 0,.. .,0) then xyn-1xyn-1=0 while neither

x nor y is 0. We shall see in Corollary (2.4) that any linear isometry between G2n

spaces must preserve the g.i.p.'s. As a result, X, with the norm generated by (1.7),

is not isometrically isomorphic to l2nj.

Example (1.9). If X and Y are G2n spaces with g.i.p.'s <■,...,->i and

<•,..., ->2 then their direct sum is a G2n space with the g.i.p. defined by

(1.10)        <ixx,yx),---,ix2n,y2n)> = <xx,.. -, x2n)x+<yx, ■ ■., y2n>2-

We shall return to this example in §5 when we consider the relationship between

the decomposibility of a G2n space into the direct sum of nontrivial G2n spaces

and the existence of "symmetric" operators. This problem is related to the problem

of the classification of G2n spaces which appears to be a difficult problem.

2. The polarization and related identities. In the course of developing the

theory of inner product spaces one is led to consider relationships between the

inner product and the associated quadratic form. Among these are the polarization

identity, the parallelogram law, and the Jordan-von Neumann theorem which

states that the norm arises from an inner product if and only if it satisfies the

parallelogram law. These relationships are concerned with identities of the form

2 A* zlaMxif =/(*l>---)-
k 1 II

For example, the polarization identity is

3

2 /"llx-r-i^H3 = 4(x, y).
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The parallelogram law,

||x + vl2+||x-;;||2-2||x||2-2||v||2 = 0,

is also of this form.

In the G2n spaces we shall be considering generalizations of these ideas, and

hence must consider expressions of the form 2a K\\1.i akjXj\\2n. As an example we

consider the "polarization identity for G2n spaces."

Theorem (2.1). In any G2n space

2 i|h||F(x, h, k)||2n = 42n(«!)2x1- • -x2n
h,k

where

F(x, h, k) = ikixx-\-hí*»Xn-r-Ifc***»*»+1+ ■ • • +Ík" + h'X2rí,

and where the summation is taken over all possible n-vectors h and k whose com-

ponents are nonnegative integers between 0 and 3, |h| =A1+ ■ • • +A„.

The proofs of this theorem and the next will be a little easier if we first consider

the evaluation of ||2 ajX¡\2n. This will be a little easier if we think of it in terms of

evaluating the corresponding expression of complex numbers

|2^|2" = (2^)"[(2^)«]-,
and realize that most of the computations are the parallel of the computations

in the corresponding multinomial expansions.

Thus
v 2n

2 a'xi     = 2 cn.rC„,s(a1x1)ri • • • (apxp)rKa1x1)si • • ■ (apxp)s

(where r = (rx,..., rp) consists of nonnegative integers whose sum is «, and simi-

larly for s. Cnr = « \/(rx ! • • • rp !) is the coefficient in the multinomial expansion, and

the sum is to be taken over all possible vectors r and s).

= Jtc(a,r,s)x?---xp>xxi---xP>

(where c(a, r, s) = Cn>rCn>sai1- • a^âi1- ■ -äp", and " denotes complex conjugate).

= 2 c0»> r> s) d(x, r, s)
r.s

(where d(x, r, s) = xr11- • -x^xf- • -xp").

Proof of Theorem (2.1).

(2.2)

2 i'|h||F(x, h, k)||2n = 2 ''|h| 2 cMh' k)' r' s) ̂ x> r> s)
li,k r,s

= 2 (2 ''lh|c(«(b, k), r, s)W(x, r, s).
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But for each r and s

(2.3) 2 »""cíaOi. k), r> s) = 2 Cn,rCn,s/V<i + ---+V^+<>i'h + ---+V>„
h,k li.U

where aj = rj+rn+j—sj—sn+j, and é>""l+rm+í—s»+j for j=l,..., n. But this

sum is 0 unless aj = b¡ = Q (mod 4) fory'= 1,..., n. And this is equivalent to

sn+j-rn+j = rf-s, = 1 (mod 4),       j = 1,..., n.

If we note that 0 ^ rit s¡ ̂  «, and 22= i 0 = 2221 ty = w> then by using induction on n

we can show that the only solution is

r = (l,...,l,0,...,0),       s = (0,...,0, 1,...,1)

where each vector has n zeros and n ones.

Thus (2.3) becomes 2k,„ (n !)2 = 42n(n !)2, and therefore (2.2) becomes 42n(«!)2;c1

• ■ • x2n. This completes the proof.

We have two immediate corollaries, the first of which was anticipated in the

proof of Lemma (1.9).

Corollary (2.4). If U is a linear operator from a G2n space Xx iwith g.i.p.

<•,..., ->i) to a G2n space X2 iwith g.i.p. <•,..., ->2) then U is an isometry if

and only if

<Uixx),..., Uix2n)}2 = (xx, ■ ■ -,x2n)x

for all Xx,..., x2n in Xx.

We shall return to isometries again in.§4.

Corollary (2.5). If X is a G2n space then the g.i.p. is a continuous map from

X2n, with the product topology, into the complex numbers.

The existence of the polarization identity leads one to consider the existence

of the "parallelogram law for G2n spaces." We first need some notation.

||*1±---±*p||2n=  2  ■■•  2  ll*i+(-l)"2*2+---+(-FA*J2\
n2 = 0 nv = 0

Theorem (2.6). // X is a G2n space then

(2.7) 2i-2Y^-k 2 K±---±*J2,l = 0
k = X lSj'i<---<i/tSn + l

where the second sum is to be taken over all the Cn+X¡k possible ways to pick the k

distinct integers jx, ■. .,jkfrom the first («+1) integers.

In the case n = 1 we get

(-2)(||x1||2+||x2||2) + (Ix1 + x2||2+||x1-x2||2) = 0,

which is the parallelogram law for inner product spaces.
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Proof. The proof is somewhat like the proof of the last theorem and we shall

suppress some of the details. First one shows for a fixed/,.. .,jk that

|*A±---±**|""

consists of terms of the form

C       f       9*-ljIl .  .  . yrjtv-Sl.  .  . ySfc
^n.r^i.s'        ■*■}]_        ■A-Jnr,H        Alk

where rt + i( = 0 (mod 2) for i=l,.. .,k. Thus the most -general term on the left

hand side of (2.7) is

Axff--x%xbY--xbz

where we can assume that a¡ + A¡ is even and not 0 for i=l,.. .,m. The proof is

completed by showing that A = 0.

To see this we note that

(2.8) xf}-- -.*&*£■ --4s

will appear in the sum (2.7) only when k^m, and then only when tx,..., tm are

among/,...,jk. This inclusion can happen in Cn+X_m¡k_m ways, and for each of

these times (2.8) will appear 2k'1Cn¡aCn¡b times. Thus the coefficient of (2.8) in

(2.7) is

n+1

S, V     *•) C-n+l-m,fc-m2        CnaCn>b = CnaCnb2 (1 — 1) = 0.
k = m

We can now combine the last two results to obtain the Jordan-von Neumann

theorem for G2n spaces.

Theorem (2.9). If X is a normed linear space then X is a G2n space if and only

if the norm satisfies the generalized parallelogram law (2.7).

Proof. The necessity follows from the last theorem. In order to establish the

sufficiency we use Theorem (2.1) to provide us with the definition

Xx-- -x2n = 4"2"(«!)-2 2 iw\F(% h, k)||2".
h,k

We then note that we can write

2 i|h|||F(x, h, k)|a» = 2 ''""!|G(x, h, l)ll2n
h,k h,l

where

G(x, h, 1) = i'i(xx+ihixn+x)± ■ ■ ■ ±ï»(xn+ih*x2n),

1 is an «-vector consisting of nonnegative integers either 0 or 1, h is as before, and

the sum is over all possible h and 1.

The proof now follows the same lines as the classical one [14, p. 124, Theorem 1]

and the details will be omitted.
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In the development of the inner product space theory it is shown that the axioms

for an inner product are sufficient to guarantee that it generates a norm. However,

if in the definition of a g.i.p. we change axiom (i) to read

(i') x2n > 0 if and only if x ¿ 0,

then it does not follow that ||x|| =(x2")1,2n defines a norm. This is illustrated by the

next example.

Example (2.10). First observe that if a and b are complex numbers then |a|4

+ 16|aè|2 +|¿>|4 is generated by the 4-form

xyzw = x1yxZxWx+4x1y2z1w2 + 4xxy2z2Wx + 4x2yxZxW2

+ 4x2yxZ2Wx+x2y2z2w2   (x = (x,, x2), etc.).

If we consider X=Cx C as a vector space over C (the complex numbers), then

(2.11) satisfies axioms (i'), (ii), (iii), and (iv). However, if we let x = (l, 0) and

^ = (0, 1), we can see that ||x||=(x*)1/4=l, bll = 1> and \\x+y\\ = 181/4>2. Hence

the triangle inequality fails.

The question of necessary and sufficient conditions for ||x|| = (x2n)ll2n to define

a norm remains open.

3. CBS G2n spaces. In light of example (2.10), it seems appropriate to consider

a more restricted class of G2n spaces called CBS G2n spaces. These are spaces in

which the g.i.p. satisfies the additional hypothesis

(v) \xi- • -x2n\ á IJXil • • • ||x2n|| for all x1;..., x2n in X.

All of the examples given so far are CBS G2n spaces. However, the following

modification of Example (2.10), illustrates that not all G2n spaces are CBS G2n

spaces.

Example (3.1). Again let X=CxC be considered as a vector space over C.

Then |a|4 + 6|aè|2+|è|4is generated by the 4-form.

xyzw = XxyxZxWx + jXxy2ZxW2+jXxy2z2Wx

+ \x2yxzxw~2 + \x2yxz2Wx + x2y2z2w2.

Then (3.2) satisfies axioms (i'), (ii), (iii), and (iv). It can be checked that if ¡|x|| =(x4)1/4

then D = {x : xe X, ||x|| ^1} is absorbing, balanced, and convex [14, pp. 22-23].

(See Eggleston [1, p. 51] for a useful criterion for convexity.) Hence || || is a norm

[10], and (3.2) is a g.i.p. On the other hand if we let x = (l, 0) and >> = (0, 1), we have

||;c|| = 1^11 = 1 while

xyxy = § > ||x||2|| v||2.

The interest in CBS G2n spaces is that in some respects they are very much like

inner product spaces. As a result it is quite easy to extend some of the inner product

space results and their proofs to this more general setting. For example, if a g.i.p.

satisfies axioms (i'), and (ii)-(v), where |x|| =(x2n)1,2n, then || || can be shown to

be a norm by using the usual inner product space proof.
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Recall that a normed linear space is said to be uniformly convex if and only if

given e>0 there is a S>0 such that ||x||^l, ||.y||^l, and ||x+v|| >2-S, implies

||x-^||<e.

Lemma (3.3). If X is a CBS G2n space then X is uniformly convex.

Proof. Let ||x||^l and ||,y||^l. Then a straightforward calculation using the

binomial expansion as a guide yields

||x+j||2»+lx-v||2" = 2 J   2 Cn,kCnJxkyn-kxY-
k=0   i=0

ft: + j is even

s 2 2 2 c".*c».> = r-)2n

fc=0   J=0
k + j is even

Thus ||x-j||2n^22n- ¡x+^ll2". Given e>0 there is 8>0 such that

22n-(2-S)2" < e2n.

Therefore ||x-l-j>|| >2 —S implies ||x—y\\2n<E2n.

By appealing to a theorem of Millman and Pettis [12] that states that a uni-

formly convex Banach space is reflexive, we can obtain the following corollary.

Corollary (3.4). If X is a complete CBS G2n space then X is reflexive.

We shall refer to a complete G2„ space as an H2n space.

It should be noted that if X is a CBS G2n space then

[x,y] = (xy2n-1)\\y\\2-2n       if y # 0,

= 0 if y = 0

defines a semi-inner-product. (See [9] for a discussion of semi-inner-products.)

In particular a CBS G2n space is an example of a continuous semi-inner-product

space studied by Giles [4]. (See [6] for related results.) The remaining results can

be easily obtained from Giles' work and so the proofs will be omitted. (Direct

proofs in the present setting can easily be obtained by modifying the appropriate

inner product space proofs.)

Lemma (3.5). If X is a CBS G2n space then x is orthogonal to y (|x|| ^ ||x + Ay||

for all scalars X) if and only ifiyx2n~1 = 0 [4, p. 438, Theorem 2].

Lemma (3.6). If X is a CBS G2n space, H is any complete subspace of X, and if

x is in X, then there is a unique y in H such that z(x—y)2n~1 = 0 for all z in H [4,

p. 440, Lemma 4].

Theorem (3.7) (Generalized Riesz-Fréchet Representation Theorem). Let

X be a CBS H2n space and let f be a continuous linear functional on X. Then there

is a unique vector y in X such that f(x) = xy2n'1 for all x in X, and \\f\\ = || j||2n_1

[4, p. 441, Theorem 6].
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4. Isometries on G2n spaces. Fixmann [2, p. 1046, Theorem 5.2] has shown that

there are invertible isometries on lp, p^2, that are not spectral. As a result, a

spectral theorem for invertible isometries on G2n spaces is not possible.

However, there is some spectral theory possible for isometries on an arbitrary

complex normed linear space. (See [3], [7], [11], and [13].) And, in the finite

dimensional G2n case the analysis is complete.

First of all, it is known that every isometry of a finite dimensional complex

normed linear space has a basis consisting of eigenvectors [7]. (A direct proof

for the G2n spaces is easy by using induction on the dimension and Corollary (2.4).)

A type of converse is also known [11]. Namely, if an operator has a basis consisting

of eigenvectors with eigenvalues on the unit circle, then it is an isometry in some

equivalent norm. The next theorem is a more satisfactory converse for the G2n

spaces.

Theorem (4.1). Let X be a finite dimensional G2n space, and suppose U is an

operator given by a diagonal matrix dia (Xx,..., Am) relative to a basis {ex, ■ ■ -, em}.

Then U is an isometry if and only if

(4.2) XI1 ■ ■ ■ X^X? • • • Jig - 1    whenever e^ ■ ■ ■ e'^el1 ■ ■ ■ e% ¥= 0

where rxH-r-rm = i1+ ■ ■ • +sm = n.

It should be noted that in the case of the inner product space the condition

becomes

AjAy = 1    whenever e^j + 0.

And if {ex,...,em} is an orthonormal basis, the condition is merely |A,|2 = 1,

i=l,..., m.

Proof. If U is an isometry then by Corollary (2.4), U preserves the g.i.p. As a

result we have

«?•• •«£»«?. • -eSr = (U(ex)Y^- (V(eJr«U(€i)Y*- -(U(em)ym

= X? • • • *g>fr • ■ • X>? • • • e^e? ■ ■ ■ e%.

Therefore the condition is necessary.

To see that the condition is sufficient we need to establish that

II ttS'K'        \ l!3n       II 'V ll2n
\\u{Zx'eo\\   ■ \ZXM ■

But

[ f(2 x¡ei)fn = 112 W;ir = 2 c(Xx' r>s) J(e> r>s)
r,s

where

(4.3) c(Xx, r, s) = Cn>rCn>9(A1x1)ri • • • (Amxm)rm(A1x1)si • • • (Amxm)V
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Because of condition (4.2) we have that whenever

d(e,r,s) = el'--/mm^-e^#0,

(4.3) = Cb.,Cb,,j#- ■ -J&-*il- ■ -x^1 = e{x, r, s).

Therefore

2 c(Xx, r, s) d(e, r, s) = 2 c(x, r, s) d(e, r, s) =   2 *ie;
r,s r.s Í

Equivalently the theorem requires that

e? • ■ • e^ei1 • • • esmm = 0   whenever A^1 • ■ • X^Kf ■ ■ ■ A£" # 1.

These are all types of "orthogonality" that are required in order for a G2n space to

have nontrivial isometries. It is possible that a G2n space with "limited types of

orthogonality" may have no nontrivial isometries.

5. Symmetric operators on CBS H2n spaces. We now turn to a study of

"symmetric" operators on CBS H2n spaces and explore the relationship between

them and the geometry of the space.

Definition (5.1). Let X be a CBS H2n space and F be an operator (not necessarily

linear) from X into itself. We shall say that F is symmetric if and only if

Xx • • • T(Xi) • • • x2n = Xx - • • T(Xj) ■ ■ ■ x2n

for all i and j, and all xx,..., x2n in X.

With a little modification the usual Hubert space proofs for selfadjoint operators

provide us with the following facts.

Lemma (5.2). IfT is symmetric then:

(i) T is linear and continuous.

(ii) Any real polynomial in T is symmetric.

(iii) The spectrum of T is real.

(iv) || F || =r(T) where r(T) is the spectral radius ofiT.

With the help of this lemma we can see that if we have a given symmetric opera-

tor T, then there is an isometric isomorphism between the algebra of polynomials

in T with the operator norm and the algebra of polynomials restricted to the

spectrum of T with the sup norm. But this is sufficient to establish a spectral

theorem [13, p. 507, Theorem 2].

Theorem (5.3). If X is a CBS H2n space and T is a symmetric operator on X,

then there is a unique symmetric-projection-valued spectral measure E on the Borel

sets ofo(T) such that T=}aiT) XdE(X).

Proof. We only need to establish that the projections are symmetric. But this

follows since the projections are the weak operator limits of real polynomials in T

(which are symmetric), and such limits of symmetric operators are again symmetric.
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Thus the existence of symmetric operators is equivalent to the existence of

symmetric projections, and we conclude our study with a few remarks about

symmetric projections.

Theorem (5.4). Let X be a G2n space. Then X is isometrically isomorphic to the

direct sum of two nontrivial G2n spaces Yx and Y2 if and only if there is a symmetric

projection P defined on X such that P(X) is isometrically isomorphic to Yx and

(I—P)(X) is isometrically isomorphic to Y2.

Proof. If a symmetric projection exists then X=P(X) + (I-P)(X). We need

only show that the norm on X is the same as the norm on Yx © Y2 generated

by (1.10). So let Q=I-P. Then

||jcp» = (x)2" = (P(x)+Q(x))2n = 2 Cn,kCnJ(P(x))k(Q(x)r-k(P(x)y(Q(x)r-i.
k.i

Since L and Q are symmetric and PQ=QP=0 the only terms to survive are

Cn,nCn,n(L(x))2" + Cn,0Cn,0(ß(x))2" = (L(x))2» + (Ô(x))2" = ||(L(x), ß(x))||2".

Conversely, suppose X is isometrically isomorphic to Yx © F2, considered as

the direct sum of two G2n spaces. Let Xx and X2 be the images of Yx © {0} and

{0} © Y2 respectively. Then X= Xx + X2. Let L be the natural projection of X

on Xx along X2. Then for xlt..., x2n in X(xi=yi+zi, yt e Xx, z, 6 X2), we have

Pixx)- • ■ -x2n = <(>>,, 0),. ..,iy2n, z2n)>

= <yx,---,y2n>x+<0,---,z2n>2

= \Jl) • • -, y2n/X + \zX, • • •» Zj-i, 0, Zi+1, . . -, Z2n}2

= <iyx, zx),..., CVj, 0),..., iy2n, z2n)>

= Xj- • -L(x()- • -x2n.

This is sufficient to show that P is symmetric.

This theorem illustrates the connection between symmetric operators and the

geometry of the spaces. It is interesting to consider some of our examples in light

of these results. For example, if L is a nontrivial symmetric operator and Q = I—P,

then we have noted that

(L(x))(0(x))"-1(L(x))(ß(x))"-1 = 0

for all x. But this condition is not possible in either Example (1.4) or Example (1.6).

As a result neither of these spaces have any nontrivial symmetric operators.

Further, because of the last theorem we can see that those spaces with the "largest"

number of symmetric operators will be those spaces that are isometrically iso-

morphic to the direct sum of one dimensional CBS H2n spaces, and thus to l2n

of some set. What is needed is to find other classes of operators associated with the

various types of "non-/2n" CBS H2n spaces.
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